Who are the Famous Characters inside our books?
WOW

The Tiger Who Came to Tea and the adventures of
Mog the Forgetful Cat – z – arts

Sticky Knowledge

LC1

Would you ever have tea with a tiger?

Tiger who came to tea. Sharing is kind.
Use your imagination – its not really a tiger it’s a ginger
street cat.

LC2

Would you like to have tea with the gruffalo?

People inside books are called characters.

LC3

Is there any room on the broom for me?

There are different parts to a book that have special
names.
Measurements – big, small, middle, medium.

LC4

Could cave baby become an artist?

Fiction stories are pretend and tell a story. Non-fiction
are information books based on real life.

LC5

Why is the caterpillar so greedy?

People who write books are called authors and the
person who draws the pictures is an illustrator.

LC6

Can you find stickmans family tree?

We get snow during the winter season. How can we
help people at Xmas time?
Goldilocks

LC7

Reflection week – XMAS
Mog at Christmas by Judith Kerr

Books
Stories
Charlie Cooks Favourite Book
The Gruffalo
Room on the Broom
Where the wild things are
The Jolly Postman
Cave Baby
Stick man
A tiger who came to tea
Mog the unforgetful cat
Mogs birthday
Zog
The Very Hungry Caterpillar

key vocabulary
Non-Fiction

Tigers
Books about the woods/forest
Winter weather books

Character
Author
Illustrator
Blurb
fiction
Non-fiction
Front cover
Back
Picture
Title
Gruffalo
mouse
Knight
Dragon
Thief
Favourite
Mischief
Cauldron
Broom
Spell
Wand
Witch

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Building Relationships

Self Regulation

Managing Self

Nursery

Reception

Nursery

Reception

Nursery

Reception

• I can play
cooperatively with a
familiar adult, e.g.
rolling a ball back
and forth.
• I am interested in
others’ play and
start to join in.

• I can initiate play,
offering cues to my
friends to join me.
• I can demonstrate
friendly behaviour,
initiating
conversations and
form good
relationships with
friends and familiar
adults.

• I can join in a range
of activities that
interest me.
• I am starting to
engage in pretend
play with toys.
• I can express my own
preferences and
interests.

• I am aware of my
own feelings, and
know that some
actions and words
can hurt others’
feelings.
• I can tolerate delay
when my needs are
not immediately met,
and understand that
my wishes may not
always be met.

• I can begin to learn
that some things are
mine, some things
are shared and some
things belong to
other people.
• I can respond to the
feelings and wishes of
others.
• I have a growing
ability to distract
myself when upset,
e.g. by engaging in a
new play activity.

• I am confident to talk
to other children when
playing, and will
communicate freely
about my home and
community.
• I am beginning to
understand similarities
and differences
between myself and
others.
• I can put on my coat
and help with dressing
and undressing.

Activities

1 make a collective tiger for the book corner
2 who is special to me? Who will you invite to the tea party?
3 Share resources (brooms) waiting for turn
4 follow the rules in creative area.
5 taste 3 diff fruits from story and express likes and dislikes – which is your favourite/wait your turn.
6 family trees. Outdoor enhancement make a stick family. Sand enhancement make flags.
7

Communication, Language and Literacy
Listening, Attention and understanding

Nursery

Reception

I can concentrate for slightly
longer periods. (6 minutes)
•
I can join in with rhymes and
songs by making sounds and
by moving my body.
• I can match objects to names
and will bring my favourite toy
when asked.
• I can understand more simple
questions and instructions.
E.g.'where is your shoe?' and
'show
me your nose’.
• I can operate some ICT or
mechanical toys.

• I can follow instructions using
prepositions.
• I can respond to a string of
requests one after another (not
quickly)
• I can ask and respond to ‘why’
questions.
• I can show interest in other
technological items.

•

Speaking

Nursery
• I can make requests using two
words.
• I can copy sounds and words a
lot.
• I can use 50 or more single words.
These will also become more
recognisable to others.
• I can start to put short sentences
together with 2-3 words, such as
‘more juice’ or ‘bye nanny’.

Activities

1 listen to the story retell the story using props and equipment and nonfiction books about tigers
2 write name on invitation
3 label the witch’s things – hat cat dog frog pot
4 listen to story and identify or say words that rhyme
5 teach ch how to play hungry caterpillar game
6 write our Christmas cards
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Reception
• I can start to link simple sentences.
• I can explain in simple sentences,
including ordering, stating what
happened and what might happen.
• I can use tense, intonation and
rhythm to enhance meaning.
• I can use vocabulary to express
imaginary events in play.
• I can engage in imaginary role play
sometimes building stories around
toys and objects.

Physical Development
Fine Motor

Nursery
• I can use a fisted grasp or fist grip.
• I can use a palmer grasp and
four-finger grip.

Gross Motor

Reception
• I can use a pincer grasp.
• I can make snips in paper using
child friendly scissors.

Nursery
I can run but sometimes fall.
I can carry large toys.
I can attempt to kick a ball.
I can stand on one foot with
support.
• I can use my feet to scoot along
on a trike.
• I can control my whole body and
am able to negotiate space and
objects.
• I can run safely on my whole foot.
•
•
•
•

Activities
1 handprint a tiger and carefully paint on stripes and face use a thin brush or cotton buds
2 colour and make a gruffalo mask
3 mark make with glitter and wands
4 paint on large paper on the floor. Marks and drawing animals.
5 cut out card fruits ch to punch holes in and weave pipe cleaners through in and out.
6 enhancement to playdough sticks and buttons
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Reception
• I can stand momentarily on one
foot when shown.
• I can move freely and with
pleasure and confidence in a
range of ways, such as slithering,
shuffling,
rolling, crawling, walking, running,
jumping, skipping, sliding and
hopping.
• I can run skilfully and negotiate
space successfully, adjusting
speed or direction to avoid
obstacles.
• I can show increasing control
over an object in pushing,
patting, throwing, catching or
kicking it.

Literacy
Comprehension
Nursery
•
•
•

I can repeat songs,
rhymes, stories and
repeat familiar phrases.
I can fill in missing words
from well known rhymes.
I have some favourite
stories.

Reception
•
•

•

•

•

I can tell a story to
friends.
I can join in with
rhymes and
stories.
I can talk about
events and
characters in
books.
I can make
suggestions about
what might
happen next in a
story.
I can talk about
my favourite
books.

Word reading
Nursery

•
•
•

I can repeat songs,
rhymes, stories and
repeat familiar phrases.
I can fill in missing words
from well known
rhymes.
I have some favourite
stories.

Reception

• I can recognise my
own name.
• I can identify sounds in
words, in particular,
initial sounds.
• Read individual letters
by saying the sounds
for them.
• I can segment and
blend simple words
demonstrating my
knowledge of sounds
(with support –
independently) using
fred talk.
• I can link sounds to
letters in the alphabet.
• I can read first 16 single
letter sounds (RWI
target)

Writing
Nursery
• I can make connections
between my actions and
the marks being made.
• I can distinguish between
the different marks I make
• I can draw lines and
circles in the air, on the
floor or on large sheets of
paper, balancing well
and using whole arm and
body.
• I can use tools for mark
making with control.
• I can control the marks on
the page.
• I can begin to balance
when sitting.
• I can hold mark making
equipment using the
palmer grip.

Reception

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

1 nonfiction books about tigers
2 write name on invitation
3 label the witch’s things hat cat dog pot frog
4
5
6 write our Christmas list
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Activities

I can grip using five fingers or
preferably two fingers and
thumb for control.
I can use pincers, tweezers
and threading equipment with
increasing control and
confidence.
I can copy shapes, letter and
pictures. I can tell an adult
what I have drawn or painted.
I can give meaning to my
marks as I write.
I can create representations
of people, events and objects.
I enjoy creating pictures,
making marks or creating texts
to communicate meaning
e.g. cards, tickets, lists
I can recognise a capital letter
at the start of my name
I can identify sounds from my
own name in other words.
I can ascribe meaning to
other marks like on signage.

Mathematics
Number

Nursery
•

I can mark make and ascribe
some concept of number to the
marks (attempts at digits from
the environment, making dots,
lines etc).

Numerical Pattern

Reception
• I can count objects to 10 and
begin to count beyond 10.
• I can count out up to six objects
from a larger group.
• I can select the correct numeral
to represent 1 to 5, then 1 to 10
objects.
• Count objects, actions and
sounds.

Nursery

Reception

• I can explore 2D shapes.
• I can use the language of size.

• I can start to identify shapes in
the environment.
• I can start to find appropriate
shapes for certain tasks.
• I can start to make more
meaningful pictures, patterns and
arrangements with shapes.
• I can copy and begin to
continue a pattern
• I can use comparative language
such as tall, taller, short, shorter.
• I can count to ten forwards and
backwards
• I can compare two groups using
language of more or less than

Activities
1 what time is it mr tiger (enhancement) feed the tiger game – tiger with hole in mouth, roll the dice and put through the food.
2 pretend tea party - use dice and pics of food and drink
3 compare broom sizes how many ch can fit on. Why?
4 recognizing numbers in the sand – pebbles and glass cubes and make marks as numbers.
5 complete caterpillar pattern – strips, counters and beads.
6 wintery Christmas tuff tray
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Understanding the World
Past and Present

Nursery

People, culture and communities

The natural world

Reception

Nursery

Reception

Nursery

Reception

• I can remembers and
talk about significant
events in my own
experience.

• I can recognise my
own immediate
family and relations.
• I can, in pretend
play, imitate
everyday actions
and events from
own family and
cultural
background, e.g.
making tea etc

• I can show interest in
the lives of people
who are familiar to
me.
• I can talk about
where I live.
• Name and describe
people who are
familiar to them.

• I can play with smallworld models such as
a farm, a garage or a
train track.

• I can ask questions
about aspects of my
familiar world such as
the place where I live
or the natural world.
• Explore the natural
world around them.

Activities

1 reading tiger books, tuff tray on tiger and habitats.
2 links to PSED who is special to me?
3 make a wand outside using natural materials leaves string grass moss
4 tuff tray with natural materials sand stones leaves and animals.
5 tasting fruit, talk about healthy and unhealthy choices – nonfiction books about how we grow fruit etc.
6 experiment with objects floating and sinking in water tray
7

Expressive Arts and Design
Creating with Materials

Being imaginative and expressive

Nursery

Nursery

Reception

• I can join in singing favourite
songs.
• I can create sounds by
banging, shaking, tapping or
blowing.

• I can explore colour and
how colours can be
changed.
• I can explore with materials
and make models with
support.

1 learn tiger song
2 make masks and enhance them
3 links to PD
4 mixing colours or paint and paint on large paper see PD
5 sing the tiny caterpillar song – use instruments
6 make xmas cards
7

• I can begin to use
representation to
communicate, e.g.
drawing a line and
saying ‘That’s me.’
• I can begin to makebelieve by pretending

Activities

Reception
• I can sing to myself and makes up
simple songs.
• I can engage in imaginative roleplay based on own first-hand
experiences.
• I can create movement in
response to music.

